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MOTT ANNOUNCES CHANGES AND APPOINTMENTS FOR MOTTLAB VICE PRESIDENTS
November 1, 2015 - After more than 17 years of outstanding service with the company, Bob VanSickle,
mottLAB’s President, has retired. Bob’s retirement is effective November 1, 2015.

Mott is proud to announce the promotion of Sam Angiola to the position of Vice President of
Operations and Murray Holmes to the position of Vice President of Sales & Marketing. Sam will assume
the responsibility of daily operations and Murray will take charge for mottLAB’s national sales. Both will be
tasked with ensuring the organization’s continued growth and success.

Prior to this promotion, Sam has been with mottLAB for 17 years and has an in-depth knowledge
base of all aspects of the laboratory business from start to finish. Murray excelled as mottLAB’s
territory sales manager, where he developed strategic relationships with various customers
instrumental to the company’s ongoing success. Murray draws on over 20 years of experience in
the laboratory industry.
"Bob has been an exceptional leader for mottLAB," said Ed Seegmiller, Owner/CEO. "I thank Bob
for his leadership; he has done an exceptional job of developing a strong presence in the
Canadian market and has built many great relationships with clients over the years. We will spend
the next year as a transition period where Sam and Murray will work more closely with Bob as they learn
all the aspects of their new positions. Sam and Murray are the right people to lead this strong team

and continue to build on this excellent foundation."
ABOUT mottLAB Inc.: mottLAB is the Canadian source for Mott Manufacturing’s steel and wood
laboratory casework, adaptable furniture systems and fume hoods. mottLAB is a full service supplier
providing the best solutions to university teaching & research, industrial, biotech, pharma, healthcare,
government, and K-12 markets.
ABOUT MOTT MANUFACTURING: Mott is a manufacturer of steel and wood laboratory casework and
fume hoods with factories in Brantford, Ontario, Maxwelton, WV and Bedford, VA. Markets served are
university teaching & research, industrial, biotech, pharma, healthcare, government, and K-12.
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